
UCF Student Government
Elections & Appointments (E&A) Meeting

LOCATION UCF SG Conference Room
05/31//22
5:30 PM

Zoom

MEETING AGENDA

1. Call to Order: 5:36PM
2. Roll Call & Verification of Quorum: 7/7

Name Email Initial Final

Chair Guel sga_ea@ucf.edu P P

Vice-Chair Almenar sga_sci1@ucf.edu P P

Senator Borges sga_hm1@ucf.edu P P

Senator Domino sga_grst1@ucf.edu P P

Senator Hall sga_sci5@ucf.edu P P

Senator Holmes sga_sci6@ucf.edu E E

Senator Huerta sga_sci7@ucf.edu P(6:43
pm)

P

Pro Tempore
Representative

sgadsr@ucf.edu P E

LJR Representative
sga_med2@ucf.edu P P

3. Approval of the Minutes: approved by gc
4. Approval of the Agenda: approved by gc
5. Announcements from the Chair-

a. Hello All! Hope all is well for you. Times have been extremely tough so if you need
anything please let me know and take care of yourself! As chair I hold the
responsibility to ensure the committee is on track in terms of time and perspective
please communicate with me if you feel unheard and unseen, I am here to support
you!
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b. Yayyy for round 2 of cabinet appointments. I am proud of you all; you're all asking
great questions. Moving forward please remain professional and kind. If I think
something is out of line- I will ask you to rephrase or I will call decorum. If I believe
questions are unfair or don't hold relevancy I will not see the question. Non
committee members will not be called on- if a candidate answers a question wrong
that is ok, you can bring it up in debate not during questioning. If the correct answer
is needed for a follow-up I will inform the appointee of the correct answer.

c. You should have all received an email I forwarded about re-seeing Steven as
comptroller. Memorandum

i. Per Title III, Chapter 306.1 an appointee can be seen again if there is a
written request by the Student Body President

d. Lastly, next week there is a vigil at 7pm for Uvalde. I understand wanting  to
attend… (i'm going to talk to brodie before E&A before I make/offer an decisions)

6. Announcements from the Vice Chair-
a. Good afternoon everyone! I hope everyone had a great memorial day weekend!
b. I would like to thank everyone for sitting through our meeting last week! It was long!
c. Please contact me at the end of the meeting if the minutes need to be updated.

7. Announcements from Committee Members-
a. Pro-Temps Office

i. Hosted the first New Senate Orientation yesterday, the last one will be
tomorrow!

ii. Your RSO Emails are due this Thursday, June 2nd at 5 pm please make
sure you get this done or you will be held in non-compliance. Use this RSO
Email Template as a guide to send your emails and you can review your
assignments on this spreadsheet 54th Session RSO Distribution. You must
CC both PT Ciresi and DSR Foster as proof of completion, if you have
already sent them out you can forward them instead.

iii. Committee Chairs, please ensure when you’re sending information out to
your committee members that everyone from the PT’s Office is included,
especially the Pro-Temp.

iv. All Legislation is due to DLeg Wangen and PT Ciresi by 5 pm Wednesday.
There must be notification made in advance if it will be late or it will not be
accepted.

v. Please let anyone in the PT’s office know if you have any questions and we
would be happy to assist you.
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vi. I will be taking a voice recording of the meeting as well
8. Announcements from Non-Committee Members-

a. President Lopez: It's going to be a long night, I appreciate the work yall do. I sent a
memorandum. Any questions? My logic is that there were five individuals who
applied, only 4 were interviewd. One had no SG experience, 3 had a check, only 2
were eligible. If this individual is not confirmed we would have to reopen the
application process and redo all this.

b. Old Business-
i. Questions from the 53rd session
ii. Appropriate/Inappropriate Questions
iii. Why people were selected Confirmation Selection
iv. Confirmation materials
v. Questions for each position

9. New Business-
a. 5 min speeches, unlimited questioning, unlimited debate.
b. Sustainability: Nicole Boisson (ZOOM)

i. Speech: Is a rising junior double majoring in environmental science and
political science, coordinator for the arboretum garden, was a senator in the
53rd session. Black gold and greensustainability program. Has been done at
Valencia and wants to bring it to UCF. Hosting first in person earth justice
week speaking panel. I Want to inspire faculty students and staff.

ii. Questions
1. Senator Borges: Can you explain how being a senator prepared you

for this role?
a. It gave me a lot of confidence and connections. Was vice

chair of gap and hispanic caucus.
2. Ciresi: what initiative is the most challenging?

a. The inperson speaker panel, and trash cans in parking
garages.

3. Borges: have you spoken with anyone about the fiscal side of the
trash cans in garages?

a. Yes when in senate began these conversations.
4. Hall: you've been involved with defending our future on campus. How

has that prepared you for this role?
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a. It has helped make connections with local officials to help
promote environmental change outside of ucf.

5. Borges: what would you do differently than the previous coordinator?
a. Broaden those who attend these events.

iii. Debate
1. Borges: I have worked in the past, am very passionate, and will vote

in favor.
2. Ciresi: Has worked in the past senate session will vote in favor.
3. Hall: got to know Nicole this past year through GAP, has shown

initiatives in different roles, will do a good job in this position. Will
vote in favor.

iv. Vote 7-0-0 confirmed.
c. Director of Student Affairs: Raghad Alaraj

i. Speech: Is a senior, Started involvement as a sophomore in MSA as
treasure, got to learn leadership in an org, became vice president her junior
year. From hadeling numbers to handling people. Was on the president
student advisor council. Improving student experience, finding problems on
campus. President of a non profit call project downtown orlando. Got to
understand advocacy, this is why she wants to join SG.

ii. Questions
1. Ciresi: What are your current relationship with VARC

a. They are great resources to provide for Veterans, UCF is for
Inclusion and equity. Graduate student association is a good
resources to assist graduate students to help them still be
involved at UCF.

2. Borges: You stated you would like to have SAS expand their
accommodation options to include chronic illness and mental health
disorders. Are these issues you believe SAS currently does not
provide accommodations for?

a. During time at PTAC was brought to their attention. Difference
in medical condition not accommodations. Chronic diseases
are hard to define. For mental health, most are currently given
for disorders, accommodations don't count for hospitalization.

3. Hall: Are you still VP of MSA:
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a. They ended this year. No longer rotating to new board,
training the new VP.

4. Hall: how will you time manage your major with this position?
a. I have thought about this very thoroughly and will give 100%

in anything she does. She plans and organizes her time. She
knows what her work load will be.

5. Guel: Can you name ever position you over see as director of
student affairs.?

a. Listed all correctly
6. Ciresi: how do you plan on working with other branches in SG?

a. Will work with senate to listen to student body concerns. With
judicial will work on educating students on their rights.

7. Ciresi: how do you plan to use your role to expand efficiency of
student affairs?

a. With her past experiences will be able to efficiently run the
office.Creating workshops for her team: such as team
management and avoiding burnout to help them through the
year to ensure succession

8. Almenar: How will running a non profit effect your commitment to ucf
and downtown campus?

a. Is for serving homeless individuals in downtown, is expanding
to main campus.

9. Borges: have you been to any other campuses?
a. Been to Rosen.

iii. Debate
1. Guel: will vote in favor, has done her research and is qualified.
2. Hall: has good experience from inside and outside UCF, will be voting

in favor.
3. Borges: is expecting to hit the ground running is comfortable with her

non SG experience. Will vote in favor.
4. Ciresi: Will vote in favor, i asked though questions and she

responded adequately, has confidence in candidate.
iv. Vote 7-0-0

d. Governmental Affairs Coordinator: Emily Reed
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i. Speech: A political science major, hopes to get masters in public health
policy was a legislative scholar in the last session. Wants to share her
knowledge to make UCF look the best in the eyes of the legislature, wants to
promote the midterms, Day at the capitol is a large priority that can be
discussed later, and teaches students how to lobby.

ii. Questions
1. Hall: original document had a point of avoiding controversial issues at

day at the capitol?
a. Removed it because it did not convey what she meant, due to

how large the school is not every one agrees, would refer to
GAP on issues.

2. Hall: want do you view as a controversial for day at the capitol?
a. Anything that is seen as controversial being anything that will

make UCF look at in negative way or can cause debate.
3. Guel: can you give me a description on what this position is and how

this will help you?
a. Was a health major, wanted to see how she can help people,

not in this for political gain. Started out with interning for the
League of Women voters. Let members decide what the
biggest goals are. Was legislative scholar, met with various
representatives, main goal is to help. Sees how school are
perceived. Job entails Day at the capitol, day at city hall,
Lobbing, big part is education and civil engagement,
contacting political RSO for civil engagement?

4. Ciresi: how do you plan to work with the GAP committee?
a. Work on outline of the day at the capitol, complete

transparency? Has mutual goals want to make school look
good?

5. Ciresi: what is your experience with event planning?
a. Does not have experience in event planning? Has ideas for

voter registration.
6. VC Almenar: You stated you wanted to change perspective on how

tallahassee sees UCF
a. We did not follow protocol for agenda request- since I have

experience I can ensure they're done properly- we missed the
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opportunity to speak to certain legislators. Because I have
background knowledge I can ensure we follow the right
measures. I want to outreach to other colleges and
understand their recent accomplishments if we show what
UCF can do and our accomplishments we can looked at
better to ensure UCF is known

7. Hall: What do you mean by lobby for bills that have passability?
a. Its important to me to be aware of both republicans and

Democrats? Needs to be more training for this event.
Contacting other legislative scholars.

8. Hall: What about topics not to discuss with legislators?
a. Meeting with randy fine, certain topics that can trigger

legislators?
9. Almenar: Wouldn't we want to see legislators' true opinions on

certain issues to see what they stand for?
a. I think this is a very valid point- i'm thinking about students; I

don't want any student to be blown up on- I'm not sure I would
know what to do if someone yells at me when I talk about
advocacy I would approach as appropriations to

10. Borges: Can you give an in depth explanation of this past year's
priorities we brought to DATC??

a. Can not, was not told about the priorities, due to her being in
tallahassee.

iii. Debate
1. Hall: Is personally leaning to abstaining due to the nature of future

relationships. Things they both agree on and disagree, day at city
hall. Will be abstaining.

2. Borges: As fiscal chair, wants to hear more debate because he does
not have knowledge on type of politics.

3. Guel: wants to abstain, does not know how to feel.
4. Ciresi: Undecided. Not impressed by answered, initiatives feels like

gap initiatives, cannot get a good enough impression on how she
would operate in the position based of the answers to our questions

5. VC Almenar: Like chair hall I'm also in GAP and I feel in the middle
ground- there are things mentioned I agree with like expanding but I
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do disagree with disregarding controversial topics- I may be
abstaining? I feel I may have to abstain I feel with their experience
with legislative scholars- I like they have experience with multiple
legislators but from what I have heard legislative scholars don't get a
choice who they go to - but it doesn't mean she not qualified for

6. Hall: will be voting yes, candidate is more than qualified to be heard
on senate floor, is ok with the openness to speak with GAP.
disagreements should not make the past Gap and GACs different
responsibilities.

7. Guel: A yes means goes to senate floor
8. Ciresi: Will be voting yes to be heard on the senate floor since all of

us seem to be undecided. Encourage candidates to do more
research on last year's DATC and come more prepared for Senate
Thursday.

iv. Vote 4-0-3 confirmed.
e. Safety and Transformation Coordinator: Avery Lane

i. Speech: Rising Sophomore, came to UCF for the diversity. The way the
campus is shaped reminds her of a family coming from a military family, and
wants to make other students feel the same way. Make UCF home away
from Home, never thought that she would be interested in this position, after
interactions with UCF PD she has decided to pursue this, Expanding
Disability, crosswalks.

ii. Questions
1. Hall: What are drug and alcohol safety packs?

a. Small things to aid students through campus and off campus?
2. Borges: increasing blue lights on Rosen and downtown campus have

you spoken to anyone about this?
a. Did not looked at the website

3. Ciresi: Do you have any leadership experience?
a. High school experience, SGLC

4. Ciresi: What was your role as intramural sports committee ?
a. Encouraging use and

5. Guel: audible crosswalks?
a. Expanding those who don't have them?

6. Borges: how do you plan on getting students to use Lyft codes?
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a. Presenting more reminders is something available to them.
7. Borges: how will you remind them?

a. Expanding this to First year experience. Later on making sure
homecoming and other events are available?

8. Ciresi: Your initiatives for accessibility are the same as the ones
listed on Daniella and Xelys campaign, do you have your own
initiatives for accessibility?

a. Currently not, but if anything comes up can create their own
initiatives?

9. Borges: relay for life committee was a responsibility, did it happen?
a. No, I did not.

iii. Debate
1. Patel: likes initiatives, will vote for.
2. Hall: agrees with patel, likes the initiatives proposed. Can work with

the disability caucus, initiatives are achievable.
3. Ciresi: I think the candidate is qualified, and is leaning to vote yes. Is

concerned that the candidate does not have their own initiatives for
accessibility and did not fulfill all the requirements of the leadership
position.

4. Huerta: Was a coordinator last year, She was one of the best chairs,
coordinators eliminated Relay for life. Its not relevant at all, she
completed every aspect of her job, she did earn SGLC member of
the year, and encouraged everyone to vote yes.

5. Guel: agrees with most sentiments, agrees Pro temp Ciresi that
hopes to see their own initiatives arise.

6. Borges: thanks committee for clarification, Likes the initiatives,
believes she is qualified.

iv. Vote 7-0-1
Recess for 5 Minutes: 6:55 pm
Reconvene: 7:00 pm

f. Academic Affairs Coordinator: Jonathan Greenip
i. Speech: entering second year at UCF, computer science major. Been asked

how to get an advising appointment due to him being in the honors college.
And students asking him for advice. I Want to step up, to better asit
uninformed students. Plans on meeting with deans and programs to make
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lifes for ucf students easier. Connecting Rosen and downtown, scholarship
for commuter students. Make students comfortable. Review, listen, and
Build.

ii. Questions
1. Almenar: You mentioned adding a scholarship for communitors

a. I would like to get involved with the scholarship committee- I
would like to add more but for this specific one you must
make a scholarship, include appropriate details- I can't tell
you exact details, but commuters deserve more.

2. Hall: What RSO’s are you involved on campus?
a. Mostly involved with halal? Working with friends to start an

RSO and bring a new program to UCF, Tamid Jewish
computer science program.

3. Borges: Name SG scholarships offered in the past?
a. Knows 300,000 dollars have been given in scholarships,

towards minorities. I Want to make sure that outreach is
there. How many students that are deserving of scholarships
can find one that resonates with them?

4. Borges: Can you name all the academic colleges?
a. Correctly named them all.

5. Ciresi: Can you explain your position?
a. Bridge between Students and SG in academic aspect,

anything regarding academics that can help students.
6. Guel: can you name anything the previous position accomplished?

a. Mental health break, sees it as a template for individual
events, maybe a week long event sponsored by school.
Second thing; Tried to do a town hall. I Want a place for
everyone to voice their concerns.

iii. Debate
1. Borges: enjoyed the proposals and research put into initiatives will

vote in favor.
2. Hall: agrees with Borges, feels as this is someone who can work well

in the cabinet, likes the first month outline. Feels as if they can grow
into this role.
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3. Ciresi: candidate is very passionate for position, demonstrated
unique understanding of position. Will vote yes.

iv. Vote 8-0-0
g. Athletics Coordinator: Peter Pham

i. Speech: Came to UCF two years before when his brother came to UCF,
followed in his brothers footsteps playing  soccer at the turf fields. First year
was rocky with covid. I created a community with volleyball on memory mall,
sports is a connection for everyone, joined soccer club, volleyball club,
basketball club, SGLC.

ii. Questions
1. Borges: In your proposal, you talk about the possibility of working

with the Academic Affairs Coordinator to help UCF athletes stay on
top of their work. Are you aware of all the academic resources
already available to athletes through UCF Athletics?

a. Not entirely sure what is offered, knows has a high GPA in
athletics.

2. Hall: Do you have any connections with athletics?
a. No connections but has been involved and meet with them,

IM leagues.
i. Hall: So your connections are with UCF and not

athletics?
1. Yes.

3. Ciresi: main duties of Intramural committee?
a. Create an IM team for SGLC, play capture the flag, and plan

an olympics.
4. Ciresi: did you complete your responsibilities?

a. Yes completed all the duties required of the vice chair.
5. Borges: Can you name all of UCF varsity sports?

a. Football, basketball, tenis, soccer.
6. Borges: Did you have any kind of football internship or other varsity

sports internship like the Diversity & Inclusion appointee had??
a. No.

7. Hall: expand on governmental affairs?
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a. Hot topic in sports is athletes getting paid, educating athletes
on what they can do and what they can, through class or
seminar.

8. Hall: Is therapy currently not for athletics?
a. Not sure, but if there is, I want a relationship. It's a huge topic

in sports. Athletics is always seen as fun and not a job.
9. Guel: Alumni?

a. Alumni are huge to UCF, wanting to expand and maintain
relationships with Alumni to get them to Sporting events and
tailgates. Create interactions with students.

10. Ciresi: for clarification said had lots of connections with athletics but
not currently?

a. Correct.
11. Borges: Do you believe the second page of your proposal where it

says “All of a sudden, a baby gets popped out of a screaming lady.
Let's pause right there real quick. Who is this baby? How can we
already smell greatness? That's because that baby is me” was
professional and appropriate for your proposal?

a. Thought it reflected his light hearted nature
12. Hall: Do you have benchmarks to  get started to make relationships

with UCF athletics?
a. When confirmed to get started.

13. Patel: how can you get RSO’s involved in IM?
a. There is already frat IM, making a day for RSO’s to compete.

14. Hall: Do you feel as a path, IM was something the athletics
coordinator lacked knowledge of.

a. Not lack of, but wants to expand on. Expanding disability
leagues, ex wheelchair basketball.

15. Domino: how do you plan on working with IM and athletics
a. IM is run by RWC, combining won't be too much of an effort

but could do events to combine, there is not too much to
combine.

b. Domino: bringing up awareness to both?
c. Getting people excited about these sports. Getting people to

compete.
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iii. Debate
1. Hall: Uncertain, wants to hear more. I Want to see how they can get

started in this position.
2. Patel: Position will allow him to make these connections. Has

demonstrated that they have put effort in UCF by joining IM, he has
good initiatives. Will vote in favor,

3. Borges: There were a few missed Varsity Sports as a response to my
question which is concerning but he did mention most of them. There
seems to be a lack of knowledge for the duties and responsibilities of
the position, and the lack of professionalism isn’t great. To my
knowledge, the previous coordinator had a lot more connections to
varsity sports as she played either a club or varsity sport here, I
cannot remember which one, and did very well in the position, so
what’s concerning to me is that there is a lack of that connection, but
this is a coordinator position with room to grow.

4. Ciresi: not sure on candidate, lack of professionality, wants to give
him a chance due to passion. Expects more professionalism and
level of understanding of his job duties considering his lack of
experience in Athletics.

5. Borges: feels that the senate floor should see him.
6. Hall: same opinion that the nommonie should be heard on the senate

floor. For professionalism, they can grow. Was in SGLC.
7. Guel: will close out debate, nominee should be heard on the floor.

Appreciated  the intro, but sees lack of professionality. Is willing to
put in the work.

8. Huerta: Pleasure of being his coordinator, he was there at every
event before and after the event, has good work ethics. A funny line
is just a funny line, does not have to be serious all the time. He's a
funny kid. Knows he will do very well in this position.

iv. Vote 5-0-3 confirmed.
h. Digital Media Coordinator: Colby Smith (FLASHING IN VIDEO)

i. Speech: Is from Tampa Florida, major in accounting and is involved in RWC,
wants people from all different majors to share ideas. I Want people to see
the impact SG has on their lives. Some goals are to show off the different
branches of SG. show of RWC. The reason that he applied for this position
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was to make a difference, was in High school student government. I Want to
make an impact through Film. wants to show students how they can make
an impact.

ii. Questions
1. Borges: does not see goals for the Judicial and Senate?

a. Wants to  make videos explaining what judicial do, wants to
make headshots for all 72 senators. Work with ELA on what
they want to do with the senate.

2. Borges: any other ideas for senate besides just the headshots?
a. Work with caucasus and ELA.

3. Ciresi: how do you plan to make the media you make accessible to
all students?

a. Instagram, SG website, SG youtube, flyers.
4. Hall: Are you open to having descriptions under post with photos

describing images?
a. Does not know much about it but communication in meetings

is open to it.
5. Borges: do you have any professional experience or club experience

like yearbook or newspaper in high school, or any internships?
a. In high school I helped with a yearbook recap video.

6. Ciresi: Are you aware that your video has a flashing effect?
a. No

7. Ciresi: are you aware flashing can be deadly for individuals with
epilepsy?

a. Yes.
8. Domino: how will you work with the other cabinet members?

a. Has already begun discussing what other members want.
9. Domino: What would you do first?

a. Make a video explaining Daniela and Xely’s story.
10. Hall: making bi lingual efforts in the media?

a. Yes.
11. Guel: says work with UCF football photography team, would you be

open to working with other teams?
a. Yes?
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12. Borges: Do you have experience working with the OSI production
team?

a. No.
13. Guel: Why are you passionate for this position and videography?

a. It got him to college, wanted to learn videography on his own,
and with sg he can make an impact.

14. Guel: do you have experience using adobe, and photoshop.
iii. Debate

1. Domino: hears and understands his passion for videography.
Interested to see where he can go and do with this position. Leaning
to a yes. Understands sentiments in questioning. I Want all walks of
life to be able to consume media.

2. Hall: agrees with domino. Candidate has pasion. Wants him to see
the senate floor. Getting disabilities acknowledged. Candidate seems
more than willing to learn. Will be voting yes.

3. Ciresi: has a significant concern voting yes on this candidate, as a
student with epilepsy, is uncomfortable with the fact that he was
unaware of the flashing effect in his video but knows it can be deadly.
Cannot in good faith vote yes as if this video was shown to other
students with epilepsy we would have a serious problem on our
hands.

4. Borges: I feel as if there is an extreme lack of experience for this role,
in his resume there is nothing mentioned about RWC marketing,
there is no experience with a digital media degree or OSI productions
or anything professional or specific with digital media, so I am very
wary of his qualifications for this digital media role.

5. Alemnar: After hearing the candidate speak it is clear they're
passionate about videography- he mentioned that videography got
him into college- he doesn't have to learn videography; videography
is a form of art- not to judge them where they learned videography
but that they took the initiative to learn. There are concerns on things
such as epilepsy. I feel with proper education on the subject- like
chair hall mentions adding bilingual services to post; they can learn
about various issues
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6. Guel: he is more than qualified. There is real concern on the issue of
flashing lights in the video, he should be seen on the floor.

7. Patel: someone who is driven and passionate should be in the
position.

8. Wagen: will be voting against because Pro temp had to step out to
effect the video due to her EPILEPSY and the flashing lights in the
video that could have caused a seizure (and ended up doing so).

iv. Vote 3-1-3 confirmed.
Recessed at 8:01 pm
Reconvened at 8:09 om

10. Memorandum to re-see Steven Erched for Comptroller
a. Comptroller: Steven Erched

i. Speech: I want to apologize about the way I represented myself. The
shooting had affected me emotionally, as someone who went to stoneman
douglas he was not representing himself the best. Has outside audit
experience, has worked as a wealth management intern for bank of america.
Has sat in ASF committee. Member of honors college, wrestling club,
brazilian jiu jitsu, why UCF sg? Saw a position where he could apply his
skills. Help and manage budgets, help fund as many RSO’s as possible.
Need to recreate the database before July 1st. Plans to work with Shane,
has spoken with the FAO chair on how they can advise her. Has spoken to
the previous ORS chair on getting the job done. Wants to emphasize very
ready to hit the ground running, wants UCF to be fiscally responsible.

ii. Questions
1. Borges: clarification which former ORS chair.

a. Maddie.
2. Borges: Why did you not speak to the CRT chair?

a. To not create a conflict of interest as you would be voting on
me.

3. Borges: did you speak to the current ORS chair?
a. No spoke to people who were readily available.

4. Borges:If an RSO has a $20,000 bill and contributes $8,500, will they
be seen in ORS, and what would the suggested sanction be
according to Title VIII?
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a. Does not know specific sanction but will be seen at ORS. can
control F information

5. Borges: In the case that an RSO that already has a 5% sanction
receives a 10% sanction for another violation of fiscal policy, what
would be the total sanction on the RSO?

a. Cant speak with exact certainty that has to work with the ORS
chair on that.

6. Hall: of experience that you do have, what of the big three that you
did learn from?

a. His audit internship is the most learning experience he has,
was thrown into the real world and had to learn on the spot.
Others are experienced and legal assistants for two years.
And lastly his experience at bank of america, small actions
that affect the people around him. It's how he can make the
machine run faster.

7. Hall: personal accessibility? How accessible will you be this year?
a. His accounting classes are done, is taking electives, and has

full time to dedicate to this role. Is a member of sports clubs.
8. Borges: You said that you would make sure to use the entire budget,

how?
a. Has handled a larger account before. Needs clear

communication with the fiscal chairs, and all of the senate.
Plans on looking at past year budgets to improve reversion
rate. Open communication. Look at the past year , why were
rates high?

9. Patel: You stepped down from a job for this position. What position
was it?

a. Tax auditing internship.
10. Guel: Does the comptroller have the responsibility for approving

Allocation Request forms for use by the Student Body Senate.
a. I'm not sure but I can control F this information.

11. Why have you not shown up to the past fiscal meetings since the last
E&A meeting.
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a. Was not sure what would happen after the meeting planned
to attend this week's meetings but Memorial day canceled
one of them but will show up to all of the future meetings.

12. Borges: Can you name all the A&SF entities?
a. Named all correctly.

13. Patel: Why did you apply to exec and was this your first choice?
a. Comptroller was the only position I applied for due to my

background and skill set.
14. Borges: You said you want to make sure we use all of our budget,

but when it comes to CRT we are only able to give as much money
as students request, so how will you make students request more
funds?

a. Experience in sports clubs that people don't know how to get
funding for travel in competitions. In other RSO’s not certain,
but will start with sports clubs and see where they can
improve, effective communication.

15. Guel: have you been financially trained?
a. Not at UCF but by big backs. On how to use the money and

audit it. Does not see it as a weakness but strength.
iii. Debate

1. Borges: CRT is tomorrow not FAO, I'm not completely in the right
headspace to do this as our pro temp had to walk out, he was given
a week to improve. Has not shown the right thought process in
answering the questions.

2. Hall: will be voting yes like last time. The candidate from an outside
perspective is extremely experienced. There is merit to seeing
candidates on the floor. The nominee has shown interest to reach
out. It's a collaborative effort. Give him confidence.

3. Borges: will abstain because of the comparison between this
candidate and other applicant, as the candidate is the most qualified
of the two but is still not happy with the responses to questions.

4. Guel: our role is not to see if he is qualified, from an E&A standpoint
they have the qualifications.
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5. Huerta: Speaks highly in favor of the candidate. I know there are
issues with experience but their resilience to come back with their
head held high is worth a lot. Very excited to see what he does.

iv. Vote 3-0-3 confirmed.
11. Member Discussion-

a. Borges: thank you for allowing us to check on the pro temp.
12. Miscellaneous Business-

a. Ice Breaker: What is your favorite episode of Stranger Things? (No spoilers!)
13. Final Roll Call:7/7 8:43

Adjournment: 8:43PM

Key:
P - Present
A - Absent
MTD - Move to Debate
MTV - Move to Vote
MTA- Move to Amend
PP - Postpone
PPI - Postpone Indefinitely
GC - General Consent
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